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KNX Gateway 
 
The KNX Serial Gateway is an interface between the KNX Bus and the serial interface RS232 and RS485.   It 

combines elements of building automation with a variety of components from light and entertainment 

technology.   Applications can be programmed, updated or exchanged using the built-in USB port.   

 
Areas of Application 
  
The KNX Serial Gateway is bidirectional.  It receives data telegrams on the KNX Bus and generates serial 

telegrams using the internal interface program.  A new KNX telegram can also be created when a serial 

telegram is received.   

 

The KNX Serial Gateway contains 8KByte of memory (additional memory available upon request).  The group 

addresses for the internal objects are defined in a project-file together with the serial strings to use. They are 

then transferred over USB. A physical address can be established using a dummy application in ETS. 

   

The KNX Serial Gateway comes ready for operation and does not need to be configured with ETS.  Depending 

on which applications are programmed, the whole address spaces can be administered and data from the rotary 

switch and push-button can be analyzed.  The KNX Serial Gateway is delivered in a 6-units REG casing with 

IP20. Programming examples and API's are available fom the website http://www.arcus-eds.de . 

 

Sample Application Projector Control Sanyo : 
  

#define baudrate baud_19200 
#define serialmode mode_8N1 
#define addrtablelen 16 
#include __initserialgatewayIII.code 
## No Input from RS232 
## Standard-strings to RS232 
## ON 
1/1/0 "C00" crlf+ std_string s1 
## OFF 
1/1/1 "C02" crlf+ std_string s2 
## INPUT1 
1/1/2 "C05" crlf+ std_string s3 
## INPUT2 
1/1/3 "C06" crlf+ std_string s4 
## VOL+ 
1/1/4 "C09" crlf+ std_string s5 
## VOL- 
1/1/5 "C0A" crlf+ std_string s6 
## No Hexstrings to RS232 
fsave 

 
Sample Application Projector Control NEC 
 

#define baudrate baud_38400 
#define serialmode mode_8N1 
#define addrtablelen 16 
#include __initserialgatewayIII.code 
## No Input from RS232 
## No Standard-strings to RS232 
## Hexstrings to RS232 
## ON 
1/2/0 2 0 0 0 0 2 6 hexstring h1 
## OFF 
1/2/1 2 1 0 0 0 3 6 hexstring h2 
## Input1 
1/2/2 2 3 0 0 2 1 0x01 0x09 8 hexstring h3 
## Input2 
1/2/3 2 3 0 0 2 1 0x02 0x0A 8 hexstring h4 
fsave 
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These are just Examples with a subset of the applicable commands which differ from beamermodel to 
beamermodel. 200 different strings can be handled in the gateway. With the predefined include-codes 
__initserialgatewayIII.code you can send strings only on '1' commands on 1-Bit-KNX-objects. By using 
__initserialgatewayIV.code different strings can be sent on receiving '0' and '1' commands on 1-Bit-KNX-
objects. 
 
Operation 
 
Connections 
 
Clamp RS485 
 
1 RS485 GND (0V)  
2 RS485 Data -  (B)  
3 RS485 Data + (A)) 
 
D-Sub-9-M RS232  
 
Clamp DC IN (9...30V) 
 
1       -  DC 0V 
2       + DC 9-30V 
 
 
Clamp KNX BUS 
 
Clamp block KNX and screw clamp DC-IN und RS485 are included. 
 
 
Switch the power supply on. 
The switches S1/S2/S3 and the Pushbutton T1 can be freely programmed. 
 
The physical address is programmed with the ETS through a dummy application using the Prg button. 
 
Using the Jumper J1 (120R TERM) the RS485 Bus is set with a 120 Ohm load resistor. 
 
The KNX Bus is galvanically separated from the serial connectors. 
The power supply is galvanically separated from the serial connectors and the KNX Bus. 
 
 
Technical Data: 
 
Dimensions:    92x71x24mm (Inside), 107x75x31mm (Outside) 
Protection Class: I  IP20 
Mounting:               Rail Mounted Device 6 TE 
Temperature Range:  -5 °C to 45 °C 
Controls:    3 16-level Rotary Switch, 1 Button User, 2 LED User, 1 EIB Button+LED 
KNX Connection:   KNX Clamp Block 
KNX Power Supply:  20 - 32V DC, approx. 150 mW 
RS232 Connection:  9-Pol D-Sub-9-M 
RS485 Connection:  3 Screw Clamps 0.8mm² 
      

KL1 GND, KL2 Data – (B) , KL3 Data+ (A) 
 
Terminating Resistor RS485:      120 Ohm via Jumper 
 
Forth Programming:                     USB slot with PC Software Arcsuite  

 
Power Supply:   9-30V DC, 100mA, internal galvanically separated, polarized,   
    defect-proof 
    2 Screw Clamps  
    KL1 - GND,  

KL2 - +V 
 

RS485:    250.0 KBaud max. 
RS232:    115.2 KBaud max.  
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Imprint: 

Publisher: Arcus-EDS GmbH, Rigaer Str. 88, 10247 Berlin 

Responsible for Content: Hjalmar Hevers, Reinhard Pegelow 

Reprints, including partial reprints, can be made only with expressed permission from Arcus-EDS GmbH.  
This information is the best to our knowledge and is without guarantee.  We reserve the right to make any 
technical and price changes at any time. 
 
Liability: 
Selection and determining the appropriateness of the devices for a designated purpose is the customer’s full 
responsibility.  We offer no liability or guarantee for this.  The data in the catalogue and data sheets is a result 
of experienced measurements and does not embody a guarantee of particular features.  Arcus excludes 
responsibility for damage done on the part of the customer due to improper operation/projecting or 
malfunctions.  On the contrary, the operator/projector must ensure that improper operation, and projection and 
malfunctions do not lead to any further damage. 

Safety Guidelines: 
Attention!  Installing and assembling electrical devices must only be done by an electronics specialist. 
The customer should be aware of and adhere to the safety guidelines of VDE, TÜV and the appropriate energy 
provider.  Our guarantee does not include defects and damage caused by improper use or non-compliance of 
operating instructions. 

Warranty: 
We provide a warranty as required by law.  Please contact us in case of malfunction and send the device with a 
full description of the fault to the address below 

 
Manufacturer: 

 
 
 

 
Registered Trademarks: 

 
 

The CE Trademark is an unofficial market trademark used exclusively by authorities and 
provides no warranty of properties. 

 
 
   Registered Trademark of Konnex Association 

 

 
 
 
 
 


